
Dawid has been a long-standing, devoted member of our team and a great addition to our
apprentice cohort across the number of years that he has been a part of our charity. Dawid
is a highly dedicated individual who has proven himself to be a rising star. 

Dawid is a Sports Education Coach who works in Carcroft Primary School, inspiring the
next generation. Lauren Marsh, Class Teacher and PE Lead at Carcroft described Dawid as
a “real asset to Carcroft School”. Lauren elaborated, “Dawid is a very motivating and
encouraging individual with great management.” As a charity, we’re constantly hearing
praise and positive feedback regarding Dawid’s work ethic, approachability and
professionalism. 

As Dawid has climbed the ranks with Active Fusion, his progress has soared alongside the
charity. Our team have had the pleasure of watching Dawid grow and develop both
personally and professionally. We couldn’t be happier with all Dawid has achieved, such as
being awarded a ‘Distinction’ on his Level 3 Community, Health, Sport Officer in February
of 2023. 

Since Dawid has joined the team, he has grown so much and is more

confident to grow and build relationships.
Adam Burgin - Dawid's Line Manager & Senior Sports Coach

Active Fusion helped Dawid find his
passion in physical activity and pursue
employability with the charity.
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Active Fusion feels that Dawid’s success story should 
be shared! We know that Dawid will excel in the field 
of sports and education after finding success in 
growing as an apprentice. From overcoming obstacles
 to a breakthrough in confidence, we’re certain that 
Dawid has become a strong leader and will continue 
to positively impact the lives of multiple children and 
young people. 

There has been nothing but success that has come from Dawid’s apprenticeship and many schools,
such as Carcroft have said “We have loved having Dawid as our PE coach”. We hope Dawid will go
on to do more great things! 

As an apprenticeship provider, we strive to help each learner to be the best they can be – Dawid goes
above and beyond this! He is passionate about the charity and always eager to learn. We strongly
believe that Dawid has a real talent and know that he has taken the correct path to further his career
aspirations. 

Dawid’s Line Manager, Adam Burgin, commented “Since Dawid has joined the team, he has grown so
much. He transitions from Primary into Secondary delivery seamlessly and is more confident to grow
and build relationships.” Adam will continue to push Dawid in the right direction ensuring he gets the
most out of his learning as Dawid shows a desire to move onto Active Fusion’s Level 4 Sports Coach
qualification. To do this, Dawid will partner with schools supporting them in delivering high-quality PE
and exploring physical activity across the curriculum. 

Our team work with DN College Group,
providing high quality one to one and
group based tutoring, developing the next
generation of professionals for physical
education sector.

Now, Dawid is an employed member
of staff at Active Fusion after 4 years
of volunteering and training. Dawid
continues to strive towards
development and consistently
welcomes feedback on his
performance. So much so, that
Dawid “provides good feedback to
the children to allow them to
progress” too. The children at
Carcroft adore Dawid and have
learnt plenty from him and his
experience in the industry. 


